ABSTRACT Deep learning is one of the notable solutions when developing intelligent making systems (InMASs) for students' test papers and assignments to replace the workload of the teachers and educators. This paper recommends a design method of InMAS based on the You Only Look Once (YOLOv3) algorithm. Such a method can be used in carrying out experiments on algorithm problems and creating two dedicated datasets. The first is for localization and the second is for recognition. The YOLOv3 network is employed to identify the location and extraction of each mathematical problem in every image. In the recognition part, because of the low recognition rate of traditional optical character recognition (OCR) on the handwritten characters, the YOLOv3 network is widely used to identify the characters in each arithmetic problem. In the final step, the numerical operation is held on the output characters. The template matching approach is used to evaluate the arithmetic problems with the wrong operation in the original pictures. The experimental results show that the accuracy of localization is near to 1. The proposed method carries out favorably against Baidu OCR based on recognition accuracy, showing a high accuracy of 97.15%.
I. INTRODUCTION
The traditional manual making system has a series of challenges, such as slow scoring speed, low efficiency, unguaranteed quality, and fairness of scoring. For teachers, correcting a large number of test papers is extremely cumbersome and time-consuming work, which wastes a lot of manpower and material resources, and may not guarantee that the corrections are completely correct. With the rapid development of image processing and computer vision technology, people are focused on intelligent scoring. Intelligent scoring has the ability to improve the scoring efficiency and reduce the workload of the teachers and parents in education, which is essential for social development.
For the past years, there have been significant developments in the field of optical character recognition (OCR) [1] - [3] . It is one of the vital branches of computer vision research. This specific study is part of pattern recognition and artificial intelligence. The introduction of OCR technology
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Qilian Liang. brought the identification of printed matter through optical and computer technologies to read the printed text or anything written on paper. It has converted it into a computer-acceptable and human-readable format. The main process can be classified roughly into different parts: (1) image preprocessing, (2) layout processing, image segmentation, (3) feature extraction, (4) matching, (5) model matching, and (6) recognition post-processing [4] , [5] .
The Baidu OCR technology has high precision with regard to general character recognition [4] . However, the recognition rate is not always high in processing arithmetic problems. There are two existing problems. First, the Baidu OCR cannot accurately find each arithmetic problem in the exercise book, causing confusion in the recognition results. Second, it is difficult to recognize the handwritten numbers. Hence, the recognition rate of Baidu OCR for the printed numbers is very high. Unlike in handwriting, it is unsatisfactory.
To identify a huge number of characters effectively in the different regions, the first thing that should be solved is detecting the target text before recognition. The object recognition is not difficult for humans. It is easy for any person to locate and classify the objects using his sense of sight in identifying the different color modules in the pictures. However, for the computer, it is difficult to recognize the abstract concepts such as dogs and cats directly from the images and locate them in the RGB pixel matrix. In addition, at times, multiple objects with messy backgrounds are mixed together. This brings object detection more difficult. In the traditional vision, object detection is a very popular research goal. The conventional object detection uses a sliding window with different sizes to frame a certain part of the figure as a candidate region. Then, this extracts the visual features related to the candidate regions.
Today, object detection and recognition, based on deep learning, have become the mainstream methods [6] - [8] . It is where the deep neural network model has mainly used a convolutional neural network (CNN). The existing deep learning-based object detection and recognition algorithms can be roughly classified into three categories. First, there is object detection and recognition algorithms based on the regional recommendation, such as the region-based convolutional neural network approach (R-CNN), fast-R-CNN [9] and faster-R-CNN [10] . Second, there is the regression-based target detection and recognition algorithms, such as You Only Look Once (YOLO) [11] and Single Shot MultiBox Detector (SSD) [12] . Third, there is the search-based target detection and recognition algorithms, such as attention network based on visual attention [13] and reinforcement learning algorithms. Currently, the end-to-end approach has several advantages based on speed and accuracy. In the model used, the YOLOv3 algorithm is employed with high speed and accuracy.
The conventional OCR is hard to recognize the characters in the different regions and handwritten numbers. So this paper recommends an intelligent scoring system using the deep learning system. Two special datasets are created to improve accuracy. One is for positioning and the other is for recognition. This method is based on one example of an arithmetic problem. First, each arithmetic problem on the image is located and extracted. In the recognition part, the traditional OCR recognition method is eliminated and adopted the deep learning-based YOLOv3 algorithm to recognize the character in the arithmetic problem. Finally, a numerical calculation is carried out to evaluate whether it is accurate or not. A template matching method is used to mark the bounding box in the original image.
In this paper, we propose a deep learning based intelligent making system (InMAS). We set up two special datasets to improve the accuracy for positioning and recognition, respectively. The proposed InMAS is based on the example of oral arithmetic problem for primary school students, which contains addition and subtraction within ten. First of all, we locate and extract each of the arithmetic problem on test paper. In the recognition part, we abandon the traditional OCR recognition method and adopt the deep learning-based YOLOv3 algorithm to recognize the character in the arithmetic problem. Finally, a numerical calculation is performed to judge whether it is true or not and a template matching method is used to mark bounding box in the original image. The proposed InMAR can effectively help teachers to correct examination papers, and thus reduce the workload of teachers and also ensure the accuracy of scoring.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces two special datasets for intelligent making system, one for localization and one for recognition. In Section III, the process of the proposed method is explained. Experimental results are provided in Section IV.
II. ARITHMETIC PROBLEMS DATASETS
A good choice for gathering the arithmetic problem is taking pictures of oral mathematical books. In this paper, the arithmetic problem is being highlighted. In particular, two datasets are created. One is for the localization of each arithmetic problem on every image. The other is for character recognition in each arithmetic problem.
A. DATASET FOR LOCALIZATION
For recognizing the arithmetic problems on the paper image, conventional algorithms often cause low performance in both locations and confusion recognition. Hence, location recognition is considered one of most important techniques in InMAS.
A dataset about arithmetic problems positioning is created in advance. The images of nearly 2000 arithmetic problems as homework were used while the images were randomly grouped into 1650 training, 90 validation, and 260 test images. At least six arithmetic problems are ensured in each image. The label tool is used to carefully make the bounding boxes for each of the arithmetic problems on every image. All the boxes have the same labels. Since the distance between each arithmetic problem is close, their position should be accurately marked. The 'XML' file is generated after the successful labeling has been converted into a 'txt' file that is suitable for the YOLOv3 training. There are several bounding boxes in the image. They correspond to the rows of data stored in the 'txt 'file. The five numerical data in each row represent the information of a bounding box on the image. In turn, it is represented as a, b, c, d, and e. The categorized number of the bounding box is represented by a; b represents the normalized center point x coordinate; c shows the normalized center point y coordinate; d represents the width of the normalized bounding box; and e is the height of the normalized bounding box. Supposing that the coordinate of the lower left corner of the bounding box is (x 1 , y 1 ), the upper right corner is (x 2 , y 2 ), and the width and height are w and h respectively. Each value is calculated as below,
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The dataset mentioned is necessary for achieving the highprecision localization of each arithmetic problem. The OpenCV module is used to extract the positioning of each arithmetic problem and generates images with only one problem on every image. The Baidu OCR is used to evaluate the extracted images. The experimental results show that the Baidu OCR has low recognition accuracy for handwritten numbers and equal symbol. To solve this problem, the YOLOv3 algorithm can be innovatively applied to character recognition. The image of the arithmetic problems is continually adopted as the localization step. Characteristics of each arithmetic problem are extracted from the image. Please note that the characters are contained in each arithmetic problem which are extracted as the characteristics.
Each arithmetic problem is extracted as the training image to ensure that every training image only contains an arithmetic problem. The boundary box is used to mark the position of each character of the arithmetic problem and the name of the label is the character in the bounding box. Do not to overlap when marking the bounding boxes so that the network can learn the characteristics of these characters better to achieve high recognition accuracy. For example, if the arithmetic problem is '3 + 1 = 4', it is necessary to mark the bounding boxes of the five characters and the label names are '3', '+', '1', '=' and '4'.
III. SYSTEM DESIGN
In this section, the method based on deep learning is proposed for InMAS. The flow chart of the system is shown in Fig. 1 , describing the entire process, including object localization, region extraction, object recognition, arithmetic problem judgment, and template matching. 
A. PRINCIPLE OF YOLOv3
Undoubtedly, YOLOv3 has become one of the selected target detection algorithms. It has a clear structure and good realtime performance. This process is innovatively applied in the intelligent scoring, realizing the positioning and recognition, and achieving good results.
YOLOv3 fixed the anchor box with the dimension clusters to select the bounding box. The neural network predicts the four coordinate values for each bounding box: t x , t y , t w, and t h . For the forecasted cell (a picture is divided into S x S cells), if the object cell is (c x , c y ) from the upper left corner of the image, and the width and height of the corresponding bounding box are p w and p h . While the predicted value of the network is described as:
where (b x , b y ) denotes the coordinates of the center point of the predicted bounding box; b w is the width of the predicted bounding box; and b h is the height of the predicted bounding box; σ (t x ) and σ t y are the squared error losses of the coordinates;(t x , t y ) represents the coordinate value of the center point of the normalized bounding box. The width and height of the normalized bounding box are represented by t w and t h . These are seen in Fig. 2 . YOLOv3 uses a new network Darknet53 to extract features. This integrates YOLOv2, Darknet19, and other new residual networks. In Fig. 3 , YOLOv3 network consists of the successive 3x3 and 1x1 convolutional layers. Each is followed by a Batch Normalization (BN) layer and a Leaky Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) layer. Also, there are several shortcut connections added and the overall volume is also larger. On one hand, the full convolution is basically adopted. The pooling layer is employed for the sample of the feature map in YOLOv2, which is substituted by the convolution layer. On the other hand, the residual structure of the retinal information network (ResNet) is introduced to reduce the difficulty of training deep network. This makes the accuracy to be more obvious. The Darknet53 performance is better than that of the ResNet152 and ResNet101 networks because it uses the skip layer connection mode of the residual network [14] . So YOLOv3 is selected to be applied to the localization and recognition part of the arithmetic problem in the method used.
B. OBJECT LOCALIZATION AND EXTRATION
The object localization is a commonly used method in computer vision. In this study, it is necessary to accurately locate and extract the specific location of each arithmetic problem.
1) OBJECT LOCALIZATION
The development of deep learning is inseparable from the creation of a dataset. In this paper, the personal dataset is developed for the sake of improved experiment. The position of each arithmetic problem should be marked in each image of the training data accurately and then train them through the YOLOv3 network.
First, the network scales the original image into a picture with a 13x13 cell. These 169 cells will change based on the size of the original image. For the 416x416 pixel image, each image cell is 32x32 pixels in size. The multiple bounding boxes in the cell are predicted when an image is processed. For each bounding box, the YOLOv3 network is used to calculate the confidence coefficient of the bounding box of the contained arithmetic problem. This involves the probability that the contained arithmetic problem belongs to a particular category. The non-maximum suppression eliminates the lowconfidence bounding boxes and the multiple high-confidence bounding boxes that surround a single arithmetic problem to only one. The weights taken by the training enable the network to find the position of each calculation in the test images accurately. The results of the test are seen in Fig. 4 .
2) REGION EXTRACTION
The region of interest (ROI), as it is implied, is where researchers are interested. In image processing, it is commonly necessary to extract the images from certain ROIs before processing. In this method, the arithmetic problem is the area that is interesting for evaluation. In order to facilitate the subsequent number recognition, we need to extract each arithmetic problem to prevent recognition confusion.
After training the YOLOv3 algorithm by the cited method, the network can mark the bounding boxes of each arithmetic problem automatically after placing the test image and exporting the coordinates of the bounding boxes. In Fig. 5 , the OpenCV module extracts each arithmetic problem through the output coordinates of the bounding boxes
C. OBJECT RECOGNITION AND JUDGMENT
In this paper, the characters of the extracted arithmetic problem should be recognized. The traditional OCR is abandoned and applied the YOLOv3 algorithm to character recognition, VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. The OpenCV module is used to extract each of the arithmetic problems in Fig. 4 automatically.
achieving high recognition accuracy. After recognizing the characters, the arithmetic problem is carried out to evaluate whether the calculation is correct.
1) OBJECT RECOGNITION
The Baidu OCR is used to conduct a large number of experiments in each of the arithmetic problems previously extracted. The recognition rate of the printed numbers is higher as found. However, it is greatly reduced for more difficult handwriting. So it is necessary to create a dataset dedicated to the recognition of the arithmetic problem and innovatively used the labels of the bounding boxes to identify numbers. The position of the handwriting number, including the operative and equal symbols in each arithmetic problem, needs to be marked by the bounding boxes accurately in each of the training images. The label of each bounding box is the character found in the bounding box.
The prepared images are placed into the YOLOv3 network for training. The network uses a multi-target approach to classify instead of using Softmax, implicitly considering that all bounding boxes can only belong to one type of character. It simply uses logistic regression to get the distribution of the categories, where each bounding box belongs in the final loss layer and then uses cross-entropy to calculate the training loss. The mean square and error are used as the loss function, which is composed of three parts: coordinate error, IOU error, and classification error. The loss function is described as: 
2) ARITHMATIC PROBLEM JUDGMENT
The YOLOv3 network is used to recognize each character in the arithmetic problem. The label of each character output by the network is the value of the character type. The label name of the character type is converted to a numeric type and then provides the correct answer by calculating the formula to the left of the same character. Comparing the correct answer with the student's answer on the right side of the same character, it attains the output 'True' if the same and 'False' if different.
D. TEMPLATE MATCHING
In the model of this paper, the original image is directly the output if all the calculations are correct. When the arithmetic problem is poorly evaluated, the wrong arithmetic problem is matched with the original image as the template image block and then the position of the error calculation is found and marked with the red bounding box.
Using the 8-bit grayscale image, as an example, the arithmetic problem with wrong calculation is taken as the template, T (m, n), which is superimposed on the original image, S (W , H ) , for translation. The area where the arithmetic problem template covers the original image is called a subgraph, S ij . The coordinates of the lower left corner of the subgraph on the original image S are i and j. The search scope is 1 ≤ i ≤ W-n and 1 ≤ j ≤ H − m. The similarity between T and S ij is described as:
The correlation coefficient of template matching obtained by its normalization and described as:
where the template is the same as the subgraph, the correlation coefficient R (i, j) is the largest. After all the searches are completed in the original graph S, the maximum value R max (i m , j m ) of R (i, j) is found, and the corresponding subgraph is the matching target [15] . The result of the template matching is in Fig. 7 . The red bounding box shows the wrong arithmetic problem in the original image S and the correct answer is marked in the upper right corner of the bounding box.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this paper, an intelligent scoring method, based on the YOLOv3 algorithm, is recommended. In Section II, the datasets are used for localization and recognition. In Section III, the arithmetic problem is taken as an example to launch the system design. This section shows the accuracy of this method in the localization and recognition. 
A. ACCURACY OF LOCALIZATION
The Intersection over Union (IoU) is a standard that measures the accuracy of identifying the corresponding object in a particular dataset. This is used to detect the accuracy of the arithmetic problem localization in this paper. It measures the correlation between the bounding box of the real and predicted arithmetic problem. The higher the correlation the higher the value will be. The standard is represented as an image,
The variation tendency of IoU in the training process is shown in Fig. 8 . When the IoU is 0.7, the average accuracy is 0.98; when the IoU is 0.5, the average precision is 0.99. The IoUof the network tends to be 1 nearly after the training. It indicates that the positioning accuracy of the arithmetic problem is high.
In general, people take images with deformation and complicated living backgrounds in their lives. To identify whether the network is universal, it is tested by taking the pictures of the arithmetic problem in random. The experimental results show that the network can detect the location of each algorithm problem in Fig. 9 . This indicates that the algorithm has good accuracy and can be used universally.
B. ACCURACY OF RECOGNITION
In this section, the Baidu OCR is compared, which has high recognition accuracy in OCR with the recognition method. The characters in the arithmetic problem are identified, respectively.
In Fig. 10 , the black arrows show the Baidu OCR recognition results and red arrows indicate the method recognition results. The Baidu OCR is found to identify the handwriting '6'as 'b' in Fig. 10(a) . It does not recognize handwriting '9,' which is partially missing in Fig. 10(b) ; even the printing type '=' cannot be recognized in Fig. 10(c) ; the handwriting '5' is recognized as a symbol of integration in Fig. 10(d) . The average accuracy of the Baidu OCR for handwriting and printed character is seen in Table. 1.
The network has the characteristics of each character and can recognize every arithmetic problem accurately. The specific experimental average accuracy of the different IoUs is found in Table. 2. The experimental results show that Baidu OCR has well recognition precision for the printed character and lower recognition accuracy for handwriting character. The method used has a higher recognition rate for both handwriting and printed characters.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed the InMAS to realize an intelligent scoring system based on the YOLOv3 network. The method takes the example of the algorithm problems and creates two dedicated datasets. One is for the localization and the other is for recognition. The experimental results show that the accuracy of localization is near to 1. The method used works favorably against Baidu OCR based on recognition accuracy, showing a high accuracy of 97.15 %. The proposed method can be used by the teachers to mark the papers and parents when checking the students' homework, which greatly reduces their workload and time cost. 
